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Syllable structure and word stress effects in
Peninsular Spanish nuclear accents
Abstract: In this study we analyzed temporal alignment between F0 turning
points and acoustic landmarks in rising (L þ ¡H*) and falling (H þ L*) nuclear
pitch accents in Peninsular Spanish wh-questions. In the research design we
devised two experimental factors based on nuclear syllable configuration: syllable structure (open vs. closed) and stress position (penultimate vs. ultimate).
Regarding leading tone alignment, the L point of L þ ¡H* displayed close synchrony with the start of the nuclear syllable, whereas the H point of H þ L* was
more variable within the pretonic syllable. These findings provide only partial
(i.e., accent-specific) confirmation for the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis.
Regarding starred tone alignment, both accents showed the same result: syllable
structure did not affect alignment in words with penultimate stress. Although
these findings support the principle of segmental anchoring in nuclear position,
we propose that anchoring landmarks for tonal targets may constitute entire
segments themselves. All in all, this work contributes to the study of intonational phonology by documenting that patterns of temporal alignment are
specific to individual pitch accent specifications.
DOI 10.1515/lp-2015-0001

1 Introduction
1.1 Tune-text coordination and syllable structure effects in
intonational phonology
A key finding from the volume of research on tonal alignment is that the
beginnings and ends of bitonal pitch accents coordinate with the segmental
string in various ways. The collective findings of this research program have
now led to a series of hypotheses on tune-text coordination in intonational
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phonology, based on acoustic evidence from multiple languages (e.g., Arvaniti
et al. 1998 for Greek; Xu 1998 for Chinese; Ladd et al. 1999 for English; see also
Atterer and Ladd 2004 for German; Schepman et al. 2006 for Dutch). However,
such hypotheses are rarely tested on multiple accents within a particular language variety to assess their relevance within a single intonational grammar –
this is the objective of the present analysis.
In keeping with the autosegmental-metrical (AM) framework to intonational
phonology, it is assumed that utterance melodies are the realization of abstract
sequences of H(igh) and L(ow) tonal targets (Pierrehumbert 1980; Beckman and
Pierrehumbert 1986; Ladd 2008). One chief discovery within the AM framework
is that melodic tunes in intonational languages may be decomposed into tones
that associate with the segmental string in one of two ways: with metrically
strong syllables (pitch accents), or with phrase edges (boundary tones or phrase
accents). Pitch accents may constitute one tone (monotonal accents) or two
tones (bitonal accents). In bitonal pitch accents, the starred (*) tone has a
primary association with the metrically strong syllable (typically through alignment of the pitch accent with the segmental string); the non-starred tone precedes or follows the starred tone.1 Thus, for accents like L þ H* the L tone is
considered the leading tone (it precedes the starred tone), whereas for accents
like L* þ H the H tone is considered the trailing tone (it follows the starred tone).
In acoustic terms, the most obvious manifestations of tonal targets are local F0
turning points or ‘elbows’ where F0 changes slope. Phonetically, tonal targets are
defined by F0 minima or maxima quantified on two dimensions: F0 height and
relative alignment to a segmental landmark. Early work on tonal alignment uncovered discrepancies between L valleys and H peaks in rising accents in a variety of
languages: L valleys anchor to the onset of a stressed syllable, whereas H peaks
are more variable (Prieto et al. 1995; Arvaniti et al. 2000). Work in this area also
documented that F0 targets abide strictly by segmental anchoring, which is the
notion that strict alignment effects on the L and H points of a single accent are not
affected by changes in syllabic structure, segmental structure, or speech rate (Ladd
et al. 1999; Arvaniti et al. 2000; Ladd et al. 2000). In his monograph on intonational phonology and autosegmental-metrical theory, Ladd (2008: 178) proposes
that segmental anchoring is a cross-linguistic phonetic regularity: it can be relative
to landmarks within the segmental string (e.g., “20 ms after a vowel onset”) or
1 See work by Face and Prieto (2006/2007) and Prieto et al. (2005) on different positions on
‘starredness’ within the AM framework. There is also debate in the AM literature regarding M(id)
tones in addition to L and H tones (see Beckman et al. 2002). Since the focus of this paper was
not scaling or F0 levels, we rely on more traditional analyses that assume two levels of tonal
height.
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relative to a phonological domain (e.g., “onset of accentual syllable”). Of importance to the present analysis, phrase position can interact with alignment, causing
F0 points on a nuclear stressed syllable to align earlier than comparable F0 points
on a prenuclear stressed syllable. Multiple explanations have been offered to
explain this effect. On the one hand, earlier alignment in nuclear accents may
result from tonal crowding with the upcoming phrase or intonational boundary
(Hualde 2002; Schepman et al. 2006; Ladd et al. 2009; but see Prieto 2009). On the
other, earlier nuclear alignment may result from inherently different tonal compositions in prenuclear vs. nuclear accents (Face 2002).
For Spanish, the effect of syllable structure (i.e., open vs. closed syllables)
on tonal alignment was studied in Prieto and Torreira (2007). Specifically, the
authors tested the alignment of L and H turning points in Peninsular Spanish
L þ H* accents in non-final position. Their results showed that in open syllables
the H peak was located near the end of the stressed vowel, whereas in closed
syllables it was near the beginning of the coda consonant, far away from the
syllable boundary. The authors claimed that since the H peak was not anchored
consistently at a segmental landmark such as a vocalic or syllabic offset, this
constituted evidence against a strict view of the segmental anchoring hypothesis
(Arvaniti et al. 1998; Ladd et al. 1999). Similarly, D’Imperio (2000) found that H
peaks were located closer to the vowel offset in closed syllables than in open
syllables for Neapolitan Italian rising accents (see also Gili-Fivela and Savino
2003). Regarding speaking rate, studies show that tempo differences manifest
instability effects on H peak alignment in particular (e.g., Xu 1998; Ishihara
2006). This accumulation of findings motivated some authors to put forth a
weakened version of the segmental anchoring hypothesis, namely segmental
anchorage (Welby and Lœvenbruck 2005, Welby and Lœvenbruck 2006).
Under the principle of segmental anchorage, it is feasible to posit a temporal
range – as opposed to a fixed point in the segmental string – within which a
turning point may coordinate.
Researchers in intonation have also tested F0 alignment with respect to
other acoustic landmarks, namely syllable boundaries. Using acoustic data,
Prieto (2009) studied the effect of syllable structure in Central Catalan H þ L*
nuclear falling accents. In open syllables the L aligned at the syllable offset,
whereas in closed syllables it aligned just before the coda consonant.2 A second
finding of Prieto’s analysis was that the H peak of the fall movement was not
affected by syllable structure and aligned at most 15–20 ms before the onset
2 Although this may be interpreted as the end of the fall aligning with the end of the accented
vowel, Prieto et al. (2010: 687) argue that the L point of the Catalan falling movement is better
understood as “loosely” associated with the end of the vowel.
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consonant. This confirmed that the syllable-initial boundary was the point at
which greatest synchrony was achieved between acoustic landmarks and F0
elbows. Support for this position comes from the examination of bitonal accents
consisting of a leading and a starred tone (i.e., L þ H* or H þ L*). In these
accents, the leading tone is simultaneous with the stressed syllable onset,
whereas the starred tone is more variable within (the last part of) the rhyme
(e.g., Prieto and Torreira 2007). Of note, Prieto and Torreira (2007) and Prieto
(2009) employ the terminology coupling mode hypothesis to describe the coordination between F0 turning points and syllable boundaries, framing their data in
articulatory terms. For example, Prieto (2009: 874) interprets her findings such
that “the coordination between tonal gestures and supraglottal gestures seems
to be tighter (perhaps in-phase) in syllable-initial position and more variable in
syllable-final position” (see also Prieto and Torreira 2007: 492). Since in the
current study we use acoustic data only (i.e., we do not present kinematic
results; cf. D’Imperio et al. 2007; Mücke et al. 2009; Niemann et al. 2011), we
cannot make assessments with respect to articulatory-based coupling hypotheses. However, our experimental design does permit the assessment of whether
there are co-occurrences between acoustic events (syllable edges) and tonal
events (F0 elbows). This is the principle behind our syllable onset anchoring
hypothesis, which we define in Section 1.3.
In this paper we study the effects of syllable structure and word stress on
turning point alignment in H þ L* and L þ ¡H* nuclear accents in Peninsular
Spanish wh-questions. These configurations occur in most varieties of
Peninsular Spanish, documented for northern, central, and southern varieties
(Prieto 2004; Henriksen 2009; Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto 2010; López‐Bobo
and Cuevas‐Alonso 2010; Henriksen and García-Amaya 2012; Henriksen 2013).
The phonetic properties of the H þ L* and L þ ¡H* accents were examined in
Henriksen (2014), where it was shown that the leading tones aligned within the
last portion of the prestressed syllable and the starred tones aligned within the
second half of the nuclear syllable. However, a recognized caveat was that only
open syllables were included in the database of test sentences in Henriksen
(2014). It remains to be seen whether the alignment of starred tones remains
synchronous with the syllable edge when the nuclear rhyme incorporates a coda
consonant. Given this background, the objective of this paper is to investigate
the temporal organization of the F0 turning points in falling (H þ L*) and rising
(L þ ¡H*) nuclear pitch accents in Peninsular Spanish and to determine their
temporal coordination with prosodic structure. Specifically, we focus on the
interaction between syllable structure and word stress effects for these accents
in wh-questions as a means of assessing two positions on temporal coordination
effects in the AM framework: the segmental anchoring hypothesis and the
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syllable onset anchoring hypothesis. In the next section we proceed with a more
complete description of these accents as they relate to the intonational grammar
of Spanish.

1.2 H þ L* and L þ ¡H* accents in Spanish
The Spanish ToBI (Sp_ToBI) proposal was initially put forth by Beckman et al.
(2002) and has undergone subsequent revisions as new laboratory data are
published on the intonational complexities of pan-Hispanic intonation (Face
and Prieto 2006/2007; Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto 2008; see also Aguilar et
al. 2009). For Peninsular Spanish, there is a history of research on the intonational patterns of speakers from the northern and central areas of Spain (e.g.,
Face 2002, Face 2008, Face 2011; Prieto 2004; Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto
2010), but the extent of intonational variation throughout the peninsula is not
completely known. For Spanish generally, boundary falls are widely observed in
wh-question intonation (Navarro Tomás 1944; Sosa 1999; Dorta Luis 2000; Sosa
2003; Prieto 2004; Henriksen 2009; Armstrong 2010; Willis 2010, among others),
but detailed phonetic accounts with phonological implications are scarce. Prieto
(2004) examined the speech data of two speakers from northern Spain and
found that the most frequent contour contained a low-rise configuration
(L*H%), although one speaker occasionally produced a contour comprised of a
nuclear fall (H þ L* L%). Henriksen (2009), Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto (2010),
and López‐Bobo and Cuevas‐Alonso (2010) likewise documented use of a
nuclear falling contour in European Spanish wh-questions. One important drawback of these studies is that phonetic details on tune-text coordination were not
offered since, for many of these authors, this was not the primary objective of
their research.
A recent study on falling and rising accents in Peninsular Spanish examined
the alignment behavior of H þ L* L% and L þ ¡H* L% configurations with respect
to the nuclear syllable under different contexts of tonal pressure (Henriksen
2014).3 In Spanish, the H þ L* accent is realized phonetically as a descending
pitch movement over the stressed syllable, whereas the L þ ¡H* accent is realized
as a rise to a peak located within the stressed syllable (see Figure 1). The
acoustic results showed that the end of each F0 movement coordinated strongly
with the nuclear syllable. Specifically, the valley of H þ L* and the peak of
L þ ¡H* were fixed within the nuclear vowel, motivating the starred notation
3 Specifically, Henriksen (2014) examined tonal alignment patterns in oxytone, paroxytone,
and proparoxytone words.
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Figure 1: Schematic of L þ ¡H* and H þ L* accents in nuclear position in Peninsular Spanish
wh-questions. Dotted line indicates F0 contour for L þ ¡H* accent, and solid line indicates F0
contour for H þ L* accent. Shaded columns indicate stressed syllables for the hypothetical
utterance ¿Quién ganó el premio? ‘Who won the prize?’

for the L and H points, respectively. The fact that the nuclear peak in L þ ¡H*
exhibited relatively high F0 (i.e., it was significantly higher than the utteranceinitial peak) motivated an upstep analysis (¡H).4 However, the focus of the paper
was on the acoustic behavior of wh-question nuclear accents in open syllables
only; on the whole, data on syllable structure effects in Spanish intonation are
limited. Prieto and Torreira (2007) examined syllable structure effects for rising
L þ H* accents in non-final position, but it is unclear if the findings of their
paper would apply to accents in nuclear (i.e., final) position. This is because one
of the major points of debate in Spanish intonation is whether prenuclear and
nuclear accents behave in an analogous fashion. Some researchers suggest that
there is an essential difference between Spanish prenuclear and nuclear accents
with respect to their phonological composition (Face 2002; Henriksen 2014; but
see Hualde 2002), so it is not unreasonable to expect differences in the treatment
of open vs. closed syllables in these positions. In sum, the findings of this paper
stand to contribute new information to the prosodic grammar of Spanish, the
description of its intonational melodies, and status of prenuclear vs. nuclear
accents in the prosodic hierarchy. Specifically, we will explore the nature of
syllable structure and word stress effects (and the interactions between them)
for two different nuclear accents in Peninsular Spanish wh-questions: L þ ¡H*
and H þ L*.

4 This agrees with many of the dialectal descriptions provided in Prieto and Roseano (2010).
Note that Henriksen (2014) proposed the upstep label for the L tone of the accent (i.e., ¡L þ H*).
In this paper we use L þ ¡H* to maintain consistency with current Sp_ToBI conventions.
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1.3 Hypotheses
Given this background, we can put forth two hypotheses on temporal coordination patterns in Spanish wh-question intonation.
According to the segmental anchoring hypothesis, in the absence of tonal
pressure, changes in the syllabic composition of stressed syllables should not
modify the positioning of F0 turning points with respect to their anchoring
landmark. In this paper we test this hypothesis for the L and H starred tones
of the H þ L* and L þ ¡H* accents, respectively. To support this hypothesis, we
would expect the L valley of H þ L* and the H peak of L þ ¡H* to remain
synchronous with a fixed anchoring point and to demonstrate insensitivity to
the following coda consonant (i.e., they will not deviate into the coda consonant
in closed syllables). We would also expect syllable structure to interact with
word stress, since nuclear syllables in oxytone words must realize the end of the
F0 movement as well as the boundary fall within a restricted time domain. Tonal
crowding effects are expected under the segmental anchoring hypothesis. On the
other hand, given the findings of Prieto and Torreira (2007) and Prieto (2009), an
alternative possibility is that starred tones will manifest later alignment (i.e.,
they may deviate into the coda consonant) in CVC syllables. This outcome would
be problematic for the strict segmental anchoring hypothesis since it would
confirm turning point instability under modifications in syllable structure.
According to the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis, F0 movements at
stressed syllable onsets align more closely to the syllable boundary than F0
movements at stressed syllable offsets. To support this hypothesis, we might
expect the F0 peak of the H þ L* accent and the F0 valley of the L þ ¡H* accent to
align more closely with the syllable-initial boundary (i.e., with the start of the
onset consonant of the nuclear syllable), whereas the L valley of H þ L* and the
H peak of L þ ¡H* will display more variability with respect to the syllable-final
boundary when coda consonants are present. These were the findings of Prieto
(2009) for Central Catalan falling accents and of Prieto and Torreira (2007) for
Peninsular Spanish rising accents. For example, H distance to the stressed
syllable onset was typically 15 to 20 ms before the syllable boundary in
Catalan H þ L* accents. On the other hand, we might find more variability in
leading tone alignment for both accents, namely it may deviate away from the
syllable-initial boundary into the preaccentual vowel (leftward) or into the onset
consonant or accentual vowel of the stressed syllable (rightward). These patterns
are not predicted by the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis.
These hypotheses are motivated on various empirical grounds. First, a core
finding from work on intonational languages is that there is a phonological basis
for studying the temporal coordination of F0 turning points (e.g., Pierrehumbert
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and Steele 1989; D’Imperio and House 1997). Within the AM framework, it is
assumed that F0 turning points are the phonetic manifestations of phonological
tones (Bruce 1977; Ladd and Schepman 2003; Dilley et al. 2005). However, most
research in this area focuses on rising accents; to our knowledge, only one
experiment has been carried out on falling accents (Prieto 2009). Because of
this, the present study could be regarded as an important addition to the body of
work testing different theories on tune-text alignment. Second, we still lack
empirical consensus on the validity of theoretical positions on segmental alignment – namely, the segmental anchoring hypothesis and the syllable onset
anchoring hypothesis – and on their cross-linguistic applicability and their
validity for different accent types (e.g., rises vs. falls) within a single language.
Third, our knowledge on temporal coordination in Spanish is limited, especially
for the effect of syllable structure on segmental alignment. The findings of Prieto
and Torreira (2007) indicate later alignment in closed syllables in non-final
position, but clearly there is a need for more detailed inquiry in this language,
such as looking at different phrasal positions. Fourth, there are conflicting
results regarding the effect of syllable structure on F0 alignment in nuclear
position. For example, Schepman et al. (2006), Ladd et al. (2009), and Prieto
(2009) all studied F0 alignment in phonetically short vs. long syllables in
nuclear position. On the one hand, Schepman et al. (2006) and Ladd et al.
(2009) did not find evidence that vowel length affects F0 alignment in syllables
that contain short vs. long vowels in nuclear position. On the other, Prieto (2009)
showed earlier F0 alignment in CV vs. CVC syllables in nuclear position.5 At this
juncture, it is not clear whether nuclear accents behave in a consistent fashion
across languages, at least as far as syllable structure effects are concerned.

2 Procedure
2.1 Speech materials
For this experiment, speech data were produced in a sentence reading task designed
to elicit a total of 80 wh-question test sentences via computer-based prompts. Each
test sentence contained three or four lexically stressed words, and all began with the
wh-word quién ‘who’ or cuándo ‘when’. The full database of test sentences is provided

5 Regarding the finding of Prieto (2009: 872), the author states: “[T]he data reveal a subtle and
unsystematic effect: in general, when measured with reference to the end of the stressed vowel (our
hypothesized anchoring point) closed syllables exhibit a later alignment than open syllables.”
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in Appendix A. Care was taken to maintain consistency in the total number of
syllables prior to the utterance-final word such that in all cases eight syllables
preceded the nuclear syllable. Also, in all cases a minimum three unstressed syllables
preceded the nuclear syllable to avoid tonal clash effects with the previous prenuclear
syllable (for discussion, see Prieto 2005). For clarity purposes, we use the terms
‘prenuclear’ and ‘nuclear’ in this paper to refer to stressed syllables with regard to
their placement in an utterance. Prenuclear syllables are non-final stressed syllables,
and nuclear syllables are utterance-final stressed syllables.6
The utterance-final word of each test sentence was created based on two
manipulation parameters: nuclear syllable structure (open vs. closed) and word
stress (penultimate vs. ultimate).7 Intervocalic voiced consonants were chosen
for utterance-final words because they permit the entire word to be voiced and
allow for a continuous pitch track without F0 breaks. Example test sentences
based on each combination of manipulation parameters are provided in (1) and
(2) (stressed syllables are underlined, target syllables are in bold). There were
five test sentences per condition, and each sentence was included four times, for
a total of 80 test sentences in the experiment (4 conditions  5 sentences 
4 repetitions ¼ 80). No fillers were included in the speaking task.
(1)

Sample test sentences: open nuclear syllable
Penultimate stress: ¿Quién está bailando con la niña? ‘Who is dancing with
the girl?’
Ultimate stress: ¿Quién está hablando con Mamá? ‘Who is talking to Mom?’

(2)

Sample test sentences: closed nuclear syllable
Penultimate stress: ¿Quién está saliendo con Armando? ‘Who is going out
with Armando?’
Ultimate stress: ¿Cuándo salisteis para Bailén? ‘When did you leave for
Bailén?’

2.2 Speakers and recording procedures
Twelve speakers (seven men, five women) were recruited for participation in
this study; their ages were between 18 and 24, and their average age was 20.
Speakers were students at the Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha in Toledo, Spain,
6 Note that Ladd (2008) refers to ‘nuclear’ syllables in wh-questions as those which are felt by
native speakers as the most prominent of the utterance.
7 Words with antepenultimate stress were not included here since we were concerned primarily
with the interaction of syllable structure and word stress. For a more detailed account of the
effect of word stress under different degrees of tonal clash, see Henriksen (2014).
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located approximately 70 km south of Madrid. All subjects reported that their
mother and father were natives of Toledo. The speech data were recorded using a
Marantz Pmd620 digital recorder and a Shure WH20 head-mounted microphone.
Each speaker read aloud the set of 80 wh-questions in a sentence reading
task presented in Microsoft PowerPoint. Each slide contained one sentence, and
sentences were sorted randomly and were presented without a previous discourse context. Speakers were instructed to read aloud the sentences keeping in
mind a neutral context and to make their best effort to maintain the same
intonational melody for all sentences. In most cases there was no need to
monitor speakers, since the H þ L* L% and L þ ¡H* L% configurations are used
interchangeably as the wh-question melody in this variety of Spanish (see
Henriksen 2013). The topic of intonational variation in Spanish has been
addressed in previous research across dialects (Prieto and Roseano 2010) and
also within dialects (Henriksen 2012, 2013). Since it is known that speakers can
display variability in the type of utterance-final configuration that they use (due
to stylistic or pragmatic factors), we needed to ensure that each speaker was
fairly consistent in order to obtain a balanced data sample in his/her corpus. In
a few cases speakers acknowledged that different configurations were possible
at the right-periphery (e.g., H þ L* L%, L þ ¡H* L%, or L* H%); thus they were
asked to use the configuration with which they felt most comfortable.
Speakers were asked to repeat sentences containing any type of disfluency
or unwanted phrasing. In total, five speakers (three women, two men) produced
the H þ L *L% configuration, six speakers (one woman, five men) produced the
L þ ¡H* L% configuration, and one speaker (one woman) produced the L* H%
configuration. The L* H% configuration is well-documented in Spanish question
intonation, and the findings of experimental research (Henriksen 2013) suggest
that this configuration is an artifact of read speech protocols, although there is
possibly an interplay with pragmatic meaning (see also Savino 2012). Since the
L* H% pattern was limited to one speaker, we discarded these data from the
analysis and focused on the production of the remaining 11 speakers: five
speakers produced the H þ L* L% configuration, and six speakers produced
the L þ ¡H* L% configuration.

2.3 Acoustic analysis
Syllable duration and F0 measurements were obtained for all target productions
using the computer software Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2013). F0 contours
were manually segmented and labeled by simultaneous inspection of waveforms
and wide-band spectrograms following standard segmentation criteria (see
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Peterson and Lehiste 1960). F0 points presumed to represent tonal targets were
also located manually.
Figures 2 through 5 show the acoustic output of four typical utterances,
together with the labels for the putative intonational targets. In Figures 2 and 3
we show output for the H þ L* accent produced in open and closed nuclear
syllables, and in Figures 4 and 5 we show output for the L þ ¡H* accent in the
same conditions. Following Arvaniti et al. (1998) and Schepman et al. (2006),
segment labels represent the start of the segment in question (C ¼ onset consonant; V ¼ vowel; K ¼ coda consonant), and syllable number labels represent
syllable stress (0 ¼ accented; 1 ¼ postaccentual).
– C0: start of onset consonant of nuclear syllable
– V0: start of vowel of nuclear syllable
– K0: start of coda consonant of nuclear syllable
– C1: start of onset consonant of postnuclear syllable
– V1: start of vowel of postnuclear syllable
– H: turning point at start of fall (H þ L* accent) or end of rise (L þ ¡H*)
– L: turning point at end of fall (H þ L*) or start of rise (L þ ¡H*)
F0 points presumed to represent tonal targets were located manually. For all
turning points, we ignored (as far as possible) any nasal-induced perturbations
and obviously spurious values due to irregular voicing. For the H þ L* accent,
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Figure 2: Waveform, spectrogram, and F0 for the H þ L* accent in an open nuclear syllable in the
test utterance ¿Quién se ha operado de la mano? ‘Who got their hand operated on?’
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Figure 3: Waveform, spectrogram, and F0 for the H þ L* accent in a closed nuclear syllable in the
test utterance ¿Quién está saliendo con Armando? ‘Who is going out with Armando?’
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Figure 4: Waveform, spectrogram, and F0 for the L þ ¡H* accent in an open nuclear syllable in
the test utterance ¿Quién está viviendo con la niña? ‘Who is living with the girl?’

the H point was identified as the moment in the F0 contour when the previous
high plateau turned into a clear fall; the L point was identified as the end of the
steepest falling movement before the utterance-final low level stretch. For the
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Figure 5: Waveform, spectrogram, and F0 for the L þ ¡H* accent in a closed nuclear syllable in
the test utterance ¿Quién está viviendo con Raimundo? ‘Who is living with Raimundo?’

L þ ¡H* accent, the L point was identified as the moment when the long stretch
of high pitch after the initial rising accent turned into a clear rise. The H point
was the peak of the nuclear rise, typically within the vowel of the nuclear
stressed syllable. In those cases for which H peaks of the L þ ¡H* accent formed
a plateau (i.e., no clear F0 value emerged as the highest point), we chose the
point where the highest rate of F0 change occurred (cf. del Giudice et al. 2007).
In those rare cases when microprosodic effects interrupted the F0 track (i.e.,
there was an abrupt lowering of F0), these were visually disregarded and not
included as F0 valleys. Since the test consonants used to create the nuclear
syllable were always sonorants, this was an uncommon problem. For H þ L*
utterances, 7 productions were discarded from the original corpus of 400,
leaving 393 (98.2%) submitted to acoustic analysis. For L þ ¡H* utterances, 10
productions were discarded from the original corpus of 480, leaving 470 (97.9%)
submitted to acoustic analysis.8 Acoustic data were extracted using a series of
Praat scripts.

8 Of the total 17 productions that were discarded, 11 of these were due to irregularities of
perturbations in the pitch track (typically due to creaky voice in the utterance-final position).
We discarded 6 other productions when a speaker produced an intonational melody unlike their
most common melody (i.e., a speaker may have produced one contour with the H þ L* L%
utterance-final configuration of a corpus of 79 L þ ¡H* L% configurations).
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As a check on the reliability of the measurement procedures, the H and L
turning points of each accent were re-labeled for 100 productions in each accent,
or approximately 20% of each database. Similar reliability criteria have been
utilized elsewhere (e.g., Arvaniti et al. 2006). The absolute differences for each
set of L and H measurements were calculated, and means and standard deviations were computed. The absolute mean differences for the H þ L* accent were:
3.1 ms (SD ¼ 8.9) for H; 3.0 ms (SD ¼ 8.0) for L. The absolute differences for the
L þ ¡H* accent were: 2.0 ms (SD ¼ 7.9) for L; 2.9 ms (SD ¼ 9.9) for H. At this
point, there is no obvious reason to think that our conclusions are impaired by
measurement error or bias.

2.4 Statistical analysis
In the statistical analysis we ran three linear mixed-effects models (LMEMs) with
random effects of Speaker and Sentence within Speaker (thus allowing for two
levels of correlations) and with fixed effects of Accent (H þ L* or L þ ¡H*),
SyllableType (open or closed), Stress (penultimate or ultimate), and the interaction combinations between them. Each LMEM corresponded to one of the three
dependent variables in the analysis: leading tone distance to C0 onset; starred
tone distance to V0 onset; and starred tone distance to V0 offset. To examine
potential syllable structure differences in paroxytone vs. oxytone words between
accents, post-hoc comparison tests with the Bonferroni correction were performed on the interaction combinations when these interactions returned significant results. In the following sections we report results for statistically
significant effects only, as they related to the fixed factors and interaction
combinations in each LMEM. For the complete report of results (including
those factors which did yield significant effects on the dependent variables),
see Appendix B.
All models were fitted using the MIXED procedure in SPSS (version 22),
and degrees of freedom for approximate F-statistics for the fixed effects were
computed using a Satterthwaite approximation (these degrees of freedom
were used to determine p-values for F statistics). There is much debate over
how degrees of freedom should be computed for approximate test statistics
based on the fits of LMEMs, which do not follow exact F or t distributions.
Given this debate and other methods that have been proposed for testing
significance (e.g., Reubold et al. 2010), we fit our same models using the
Kenward–Roger degrees of freedom approximation in SAS (see West et al.
2014) and did not find differences in terms of the overall significance of the
approximate test statistics.
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2.5 Syllable duration and speech rate
Prior to computing alignment data, we analyzed the effects of syllable structure
and word stress on overall syllable duration. Since in this paper we are dealing
with F0 timing based on syllable structure, we wanted to determine whether
closed syllables were in fact longer than open syllables (see Maddieson 1985).
We also wanted to determine whether vowel durations were longer in oxytone
words due to phrase-final lengthening. Quantitative data are summarized in
Table 1 based on nuclear accent type and manipulation condition. As a first
observation, closed syllables are longer in duration than open syllables. A
second observation is that ultimate stressed syllables are longer in duration
than penultimate stressed syllables. We attribute this finding to final-lengthening in phrase-final position, a trend that is more robust in other languages like
English, but is still prevalent in Spanish (Hualde 2005; Ortega-Llebaria and
Prieto 2007).
Table 1: Nuclear syllable duration (in milliseconds) for each accent condition.
Accent

Condition

Mean (ms)

SD (ms)

H þ L*

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

156
190
221
264

24
38
30
47

L þ ¡H*

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

142
186
214
237

21
33
34
38

We also wanted to determine comparability of results between speaker groups
based on nuclear accent (H þ L* and L þ ¡H*) and therefore calculated speech
rate in syllables/second for each speaker group (individual data are reported
in Appendix C). For H þ L* speakers the average speech rate was 8.01 syll/sec
(SD ¼ 1.1 ms). For L þ ¡H* speakers the average speech rate was 7.95 syll/sec
(SD ¼ 0.9 ms). Given these similar data distributions, we chose to calculate
alignment in this paper as a raw metric based on distance in milliseconds
between an F0 turning point and a particular segmental landmark. However,
we acknowledge that normalized alignment scores might more appropriately
account for speech rate differences based on the other linguistic factors under
study here (e.g., syllable structure and word stress).
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3 Results
3.1 Alignment of leading tones
In this section we examine alignment of the start of each accent (i.e., the H point
of H þ L* and the L point of L þ ¡H*) with respect to the onset of the nuclear
syllable. The data in Figures 6 and 7 present a distributional analysis of alignment scores relative to the start of the nuclear onset consonant for the four
prosodic conditions that motivated the experimental design: open nuclear syllable, penultimate stress; open nuclear syllable, ultimate stress; closed nuclear
syllable, penultimate stress; and closed nuclear syllable, ultimate stress.
Negative scores represent alignment prior to the nuclear syllable, and positive
scores represent alignment within the nuclear syllable. The data reveal a consistent trend: in almost all cases the start of the accent aligns within the pretonic
syllable. It is very rare that speakers realize the H peak (of H þ L*) or the L valley
(of L þ ¡H*) within the onset consonant of the stressed syllable (although we
acknowledge that error bars are large for a few speakers). As a second result,
ranges of variation were greater for the H peak than for the L valley: leading H
alignment was typically within the 30 ms to 80 ms interval before the nuclear
consonant, whereas leading L alignment was more synchronous with the right

Figure 6: Distance (in milliseconds) from leading H point to nuclear onset consonant for H þ L*
accent based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 7: Distance (in milliseconds) from leading L point to nuclear onset consonant
for L þ ¡H* accent based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence interval.

edge of the pretonic syllable, within the 10 ms to 30 ms interval before the
nuclear consonant. Recall that for Central Catalan H þ L* accents, H alignment
was typically between 15 and 20 ms of the syllable onset, retracting little into the
pretonic syllable (Prieto 2009). In our data we show a comparable outcome for
the L þ ¡H* accent only.
Regarding statistical results, the LMEM performed on the dependent variable coded for leading tone distance to C0 returned significant effects of
Accent (F(1,9.044) ¼ 23.845, p ¼ 0.001), Stress (F(1,188.175) ¼ 10.430, p ¼
0.001), and the interaction factor Accent  Stress (F(1,188.175) ¼ 19.302, p 
0.001). A Bonferroni adjustment used to determine the effects of factors in the
Accent  Stress interaction returned a significant result for stress in the
H þ L* accent (t ¼ 5.010, p  0.001), but not in the L þ ¡H* accent (t ¼
0.667 p ¼ 0.390). The data in Table 2 reveal that the leading H was earlier
in ultimate stress: it was 9 ms earlier in open ultimate syllables (compared to
open penultimate syllables) and 20 ms earlier in closed ultimate syllables
(compared to closed penultimate syllables). On the other hand, the leading L
was phonetically invariant, and the greatest difference across conditions was
2 ms. Taken together, these data support the position that the L valley of
L þ ¡H* displays stronger simultaneity with the onset of the nuclear syllable
than the H peak of H þ L*.
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Table 2: Distance (in milliseconds) from leading tone to nuclear consonant onset. Negative
scores indicate temporal alignment prior to nuclear syllable.
Target

Condition

Mean (ms)

SD (ms)

H (H þ L*)

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

−39
−48
−33
−53

27
33
31
40

L (L þ ¡H*)

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

−11
−9
−11
−10

15
8
19
19

3.2 Alignment of starred tones
Next, we examine alignment of the end of both starred tones with respect to
several acoustic markers. A decision was necessary regarding the acoustic landmark most appropriate for calculation of the starred tone. Schepman et al.
(2006) argue that time alignment is most appropriately represented by quantifying the turning point in question relative to the nearest segmental landmark.
Initial inspection of speaker data for both accents revealed that starred tones
aligned at various points throughout the stressed vowel. Because of this, we
computed alignment in two ways: relative to the beginning of the vowel, and
relative to the end of the vowel.
Figures 8 and 9 are distributional analyses of the distance in ms from the start of
the nuclear vowel to the starred tone for the H þ L* and L þ ¡H* accents, respectively. Quantitative data are summarized in Table 3. First, alignment is relatively
stable within the nuclear vowel when comparing open vs. closed syllables for each
stress condition. This means that the end of each accent is near the syllable edge in
the open condition, but considerably earlier with respect to the syllable edge in the
closed condition. Second, alignment is generally earlier within the nuclear vowel in
oxytone words, illustrated by the data dispersion between ultimate and penultimate
conditions.9 The LMEM returned a significant effect for the fixed factor Stress only: F
(1,183.353) ¼ 88.685, p  0.001.
9 As one reviewer points out, when looking at all data in Figures 8 and 9, we observe that
although most speakers obtain a clear data dispersion between ultimate and penultimate
conditions, one speaker (M6) does not. At this point it is not apparent why speaker M6 obtained
such results. However, we would point out that the H alignment results for this same speaker
relative to the vowel end present a clearer picture for the effect of word stress. For an additional
reference on individual variation in prosody, see, for example, Fougeron and Keating (1997).
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Figure 8: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred L point to nuclear vowel onset for H þ L* accent
based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

Figure 9: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred H point to nuclear vowel onset for L þ ¡H*
accent based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

Next, we inspected starred tone alignment with respect to the end of the nuclear
vowel. This facilitated our understanding of whether alignment was fixed at a
specific landmark within the vowel or whether association was variable throughout
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Table 3: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred tone to left edge of nuclear vowel. Positive
scores indicate alignment within the nuclear vowel.
Mean (ms)

SD (ms)

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

47
26
45
31

25
19
30
30

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

29
15
33
17

16
16
20
16

Target

Condition

L (H þ L*)

H (L þ ¡H*)

the vowel itself. Data are presented in graphic format in Figures 10 and 11 for H þ L*
and L þ ¡H*, respectively, and quantitative results are summarized in Table 4.
Regarding the effect of syllable type, starred tone alignment is within the nuclear
vowel in both conditions. Alignment ranges were typically between the 40 and 100
ms interval prior to the vowel right edge. As for the effect of word stress, both
accents show earlier F0 alignment in oxytone words than in paroxytone words.
Earlier alignment in oxytone words is understood as a consequence of tonal clash,
since it becomes necessary to realize the starred tone of the pitch accent in addition
to the L% boundary tone in the cramped segmental space.

Figure 10: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred tone L point to nuclear vowel offset for H þ L*
accent based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 11: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred tone H point to nuclear vowel offset for L þ ¡H*
accent based on manipulation condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
Table 4: Distance (in milliseconds) from starred tone to right edge of nuclear vowel. Negative
scores indicate alignment within nuclear vowel.
Mean (ms)

SD (ms)

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

−41
−102
−43
−72

26
33
26
39

Open penultimate
Open ultimate
Closed penultimate
Closed ultimate

−53
−114
−43
−78

20
34
23
25

Target

Condition

L (H þ L*)

H (L þ ¡H*)

The LMEM showed significant effects for the fixed factors SyllableType
(F(1,190.792) ¼ 61.614, p  0.001), Stress (F(1,190.773) ¼ 386.375, p  0.001),
and the interaction SyllableType  Stress (F(1,190.776) ¼ 39.433, p  0.001). A
Bonferroni correction used to determine the effects of factors in the SyllableType
 Stress interaction returned a significant result for SyllableType in ultimate
syllables (t ¼ 11.133, p  0.001), but not in penultimate syllables (t ¼ 1.233 p ¼
0.255). We infer even earlier starred tone alignment in open ultimate syllables as
a consequence of tonal crowding, namely speakers must realize the L% boundary tone in addition to the L valley (of H þ L*) or the H peak (of L þ ¡H*) within
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the stressed vowel. In closed ultimate syllables, the coda consonant provides
extra segmental space for the L boundary tone after the tonic vowel.

4 Discussion
In this study we examined the alignment of leading and starred tone turning
points in nuclear H þ L* and L þ ¡H* accents in Peninsular Spanish wh-question
intonation. The effect of prosodic structure was tested for two experimental
factors based on nuclear syllable configuration: syllable structure (open vs.
closed) and stress position (penultimate vs. ultimate). Regarding the leading
tones, these coordinated within the preaccentual syllable in almost all tokens,
most likely so that the pretonic syllable is perceived as low or high relative to the
accent on the tonic syllable. The H of H þ L* retracted between 30 and 80 ms
into the prestressed syllable; the L of L þ ¡H* displayed tighter synchrony with
the syllable boundary, deviating no further than 30 ms into the pretonic vowel.
Regarding starred tone alignment, this was not affected by nuclear syllable
structure. Starred tones remained within the stressed vowel in all prosodic
conditions, although they were not discernibly synchronous with either edge
of this vowel. A major advance on the earlier findings of the H þ L* and L þ ¡H*
nuclear accents in Peninsular Spanish (Henriksen 2014) is that we establish that
starred tones do not seek the nuclear syllable offset in their alignment; rather,
they align with the nuclear vowel in CV as well as in CVC syllables. We also
noted a uniform word stress effect such that, for both accents, starred tone
alignment was earlier in oxytone words; these results are congruous to those
of Schepman et al. (2006) and Ladd et al. (2009).
As for leading tone alignment, our findings on L þ ¡H* bear strong resemblance to previous findings on tune-text coordination. Recall that for Central
Catalan H þ L* (Prieto 2009) and Peninsular Spanish L þ H* (Prieto and Torreira
2007), the leading tones displayed close synchrony with the nuclear onset consonant, whereas the starred tones displayed greater variability depending on the
structure of the stressed syllable. Here, we show that the L leading tone of L þ ¡H*
deviates little into the pretonic syllable and does not show time pressure effects
with the upcoming phrase boundary, even in oxytone words. For this accent, we
may infer tight coordination between F0 movements and acoustic landmarks at
the syllable-initial position, confirming in this regard the syllable onset anchoring
hypothesis. On the other hand, it seems that the H leading tone of H þ L* behaves
differently: in our data the H elbow is more variable and aligns substantially
earlier within the preaccentual vowel than the L elbow of L þ ¡H*. In effect, this
finding contradicts the predictions of the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis
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since the leading tone retracts well into the preaccentual syllable. As an interim
summary, we find divergent outcomes on the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis:
for the L þ ¡H* accent it is confirmed, but for the H þ L* accent it is rejected.10 We
should also clarify that for both accents, there is support for the second portion of
the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis (i.e., that alignment is more variable with
respect to the syllable-final boundary) since starred tone alignment was not
synchronous with the syllable offset in either case.
One seemingly recurrent result in the research on syllable structure effects is
that starred tone alignment tends to be sensitive to syllable structure (e.g.,
D’Imperio 2000; Gili-Fivela and Savino 2003; Prieto and Torreira 2007; Prieto
2009). In our experiment, we tested starred tone coordination effects for two
bitonal accents and showed that alignment was consistently stable within the
nuclear vowel regardless of syllable structure. In fact, a follow-up check of
alignment patterns reveals that only 3.2% (14/434) of F0 elbows produced in the
closed syllable condition actually aligned past the start of the coda consonant
(i.e., K0), an obvious minority (see histograms in Figures 12 and 13). Even though
there was an interaction between syllable type and word stress in oxytone words,
these tonal crowding effects are a clear prediction of the segmental anchoring
hypothesis, proposed in Arvaniti et al. (1998) and Ladd et al. (1999). Taken
together, our findings on H þ L* and L þ ¡H* reinforce the notion that the location
of tonal targets is governed by stability patterns with the segmental string. This is
because in our data starred tone alignment is insensitive to syllable structure such
that coda consonants do not provoke later alignment.
Notwithstanding this finding, we acknowledge that neither starred tone was
fixed with a segmental edge; rather, our results indicate somewhat loose association within the stressed vowel (although we acknowledge the rare cases in
which it deviated past the vowel itself). Welby and Lœvenbruck (2005, 2006)
advance the notion of ‘anchorage’ rather than strict alignment to account for
different anchor point locations depending on syllable structure in French.
According to their proposal, there is a temporal range within which an intonational turning point can coordinate (as opposed to a strict segmental anchor),
typically across a prosodic domain such as a syllable edge. For French this
anchorage stretches from just before the end of the vowel of the last full syllable
of the accentual phrase to the end of the phrase itself. Nonetheless, the authors

10 Keeping in mind the results of Mücke et al. (2012), we would point out that there may not be
a one-to-one relation between acoustic and articulatory events as they relate to F0 alignment.
For example, for H þ L* the H tone may couple ‘in-phase’ with the onset of the corresponding
oral constriction gesture, similar to the results of Mücke et al. (2012) for Catalan. Kinematic data
will be necessary to test this hypothesis in future research.
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Figure 12: Histogram of L distance (in milliseconds) relative to start of coda consonant (K0) for
all H þ L* data. The vertical line at ‘0’ indicates start of coda consonant.

Figure 13: Histogram of H distance (in milliseconds) relative to start of coda consonant (K0) for
all L þ ¡H* data. The vertical line at ‘0’ indicates start of coda consonant.

are cautious that the concept of segmental anchorage may not account for
alignment patterns in all languages. Given the findings of this paper, we feel
that the principle of segmental anchorage does not properly characterize the
overall stability of starred tone alignment in the L þ ¡H* and H þ L* accents. This
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is because researchers typically invoke the notion of segmental anchorage when
alignment is variable across a segmental boundary (e.g., Welby and Lœvenbruck
2005, Welby and Lœvenbruck 2006; Prieto and Torreira 2007). In our study, we
found that F0 turning points were almost always synchronous with the stressed
vowel itself. Our results therefore resonate more strongly with the original
segmental anchoring hypothesis put forth in Arvaniti et al. (1998).11 One possible
adaptation to the segmental anchoring hypothesis, given our findings, could be
that anchoring landmarks for tonal targets are either fixed points (e.g., edges of
segments, or of constituents such as syllables or intonational phrases) or entire
segments themselves (e.g., onset, nucleus, coda).
A combined analysis of syllable structure effects in Catalan and Spanish
prompts the observations in Table 5. As an initial caveat, the information
provided is not intended as exhaustive; we also acknowledge that straightforward comparisons are not always possible when taking into account a broad
sample of findings for which completely uniform methodologies were not implemented (especially since phrase position varies across these studies).
Nonetheless, these studies share one methodological commonality, which is
that the structure of the prestressed syllable was controlled (it was open), and
the structure of the stressed syllable was manipulated (it was open or closed).12
Whereas Prieto and Torreira (2007) and Prieto (2009) obtained similar results for
Table 5: Summary of findings on the strict segmental anchoring hypothesis and the syllable
onset anchoring hypothesis for Catalan and Spanish.
Accent

Language variety

L þ H*

Peninsular Spanish (Prieto
and Torreira 2007)
Peninsular Spanish (present
study)
Central Catalan (Prieto 2009)
Peninsular Spanish (present
study)

L þ ¡H*
H þ L*
H þ L*

Segmental anchoring
hypothesis

Syllable onset anchoring
hypothesis

✗

✔

✔

✔

✗
✔

✔
✗

11 Actually, our results concur with those for one speaker of Welby and Lœvenbruck (2005,
2006). Specifically, Speaker 6 of that study aligned her peaks to the end of the vowel, regardless
of syllable structure.
12 As for the leading targets, it would be necessary for the studies mentioned here to check the
influence of the syllabic structure of the preaccentual syllable on alignment in addition to that
of the nuclear stressed syllable.
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both hypotheses, a key discovery of our research is that we show a withinlanguage discrepancy with respect to the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis:
for the L þ ¡H* accent there was evidence in favor, but for the H þ L* accent,
there was evidence against. In this respect, our results underscore the notion
that a single position on temporal coordination may not suffice to explain
alignment patterns for all accents in one language variety.
The body of research on syllable structure effects in Romance languages
shows that closed syllables provoke later F0 alignment (e.g., D’Imperio 2000;
Welby and Lœvenbruck 2005, Welby and Lœvenbruck 2006; Prieto and Torreira
2007; Prieto 2009). However, for the present data on Peninsular Spanish, we find
no effect of syllable structure on starred tone alignment in nuclear position; this
contrasts with findings from Prieto and Torreira’s (2007) earlier study on L þ H*
accents in prenuclear position. One possible explanation for this difference is
that different dialect samples were used, similar to what Atterer and Ladd (2004)
reported for Northern and Southern varieties of German. While the speakers in
our study were from south-central Castile, the speakers in Prieto and Torreira
were all from northern Castile or central Castile.
A second possibility is that differences arise due to the focus on prenuclear vs.
nuclear accents as they relate to tonal crowding. This is because one core idea
behind the segmental anchoring hypothesis is that when right-hand prosodic
effects are excluded (i.e., when the tonal features under investigation are not in
the vicinity of pitch accents or boundary tones), the alignment of F0 peak targets is
consistently governed by segmental anchoring, regardless of changes in syllabic/
segmental structure or speech rate. Schepman et al. (2006) and Ladd et al. (2009)
show that for rising accents in Dutch and British English, respectively, nuclear
peaks align earlier than prenuclear peaks. In both studies there was also an
interaction between vowel length and phrase position such that prenuclear
peaks aligned during the stressed vowel if the vowel was long and during the
following consonant if the vowel was short. Crucially, this effect of vowel length
on alignment did not apply in nuclear position. As indicated in Ladd et al., the
failure to find an effect of vowel length on peak alignment in nuclear accents, in
addition to the overall earlier alignment of nuclear peaks, suggests that greater
priority is given to executing phrase-final F0 boundary movements than to respecting vowel length differences in the nuclear syllable. When taking into account the
findings of Prieto and Torreira (2007) for prenuclear accents and those of the
present study for nuclear accents, an analogous situation emerges for Peninsular
Spanish: in prenuclear accents the F0 elbow of the starred tone aligns later in CVC
syllables than in CV syllables (i.e., in phonetically longer syllables), whereas in
nuclear accents there is no such difference. Interestingly, in the present study the
outcome was identical for falling and rising accents alike, even though the
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amount of ‘pressure’ is distinct for each accent when followed by L%: the latter
needs to compress three target pitch points within the utterance-final word (LHL),
yet in the former there are two adjacent L targets at the right-periphery (HLL). This
finding suggests that the ‘right context’ effect on the alignment of nuclear accents
is not necessarily due to contrasting adjacent F0 movements. Instead, it seems to
ensure that the boundary itself is executed, regardless of whether its phonetic
implementation is a fall from a nuclear peak (as in LHL) or a low plateau from a
nuclear fall (as in HLL).
Finally, although we have argued here that the observed alignment differences between prenuclear and nuclear accents in Spanish derive primarily from
time pressure effects with the following boundary tone in nuclear accents, we
acknowledge that alternative explanations are possible. For example, Face
(2002) proposes that prenuclear and nuclear accents differ in their tonal configurations, assuming an additional layer of tonal structure between tonal units
and pitch accents that helps to regulate F0 alignment. Although we did not
design our experiment to test these two explanations explicitly, we feel that our
results support an explanation based on time pressure effects for one important
reason. Specifically, the failure to find an effect of syllable structure on starred
tone alignment in nuclear position, in addition to generally earlier F0 alignment
in nuclear position in Spanish (Henriksen 2012), suggests that any underlying
effect of syllable structure can be overruled by the priority to realize phonetically
the L% boundary. At the phonetic level, the result is that speakers must align
the F0 elbow of the starred tone at an earlier point in nuclear accents than in
prenuclear accents (see also Ladd et al. 2009: 158). At this juncture it is not clear
how different tonal configurations in prenuclear and nuclear accents could
motivate the observed results on syllable structure in Spanish, but obviously
this point should be addressed more directly in future research.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we tested the coordination relations between F0 turning points and
acoustic landmarks for two nuclear pitch accents common to Peninsular Spanish
wh-question intonation: H þ L* and L þ ¡H*. As for leading tone alignment, the L
tone of the L þ ¡H* accent displayed close synchrony with the start of the nuclear
syllable, whereas the H tone of the H þ L* accent was more variable within the
pretonic syllable. These findings confirmed the syllable onset anchoring hypothesis for the L þ ¡H* accent only. As for starred tone alignment, the effects were
consistent for both accents: the open/closed condition did not affect starred tone
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alignment, and the stressed/unstressed condition provoked earlier alignment in
oxytone words. Taken together with the results of Prieto and Torreira (2007), these
findings yield a more complete picture of temporal coordination patterns in
Spanish such that coda consonants provoke later alignment in non-final position
only. All in all, one contribution of this paper is that we now establish that starred
tone alignment in Peninsular Spanish nuclear accents is not synchronous with the
stressed syllable offset; rather, it is within the nuclear vowel in CV and CVC
syllables, due possibly to the tonal pressure from the upcoming boundary tone.
A second contribution was our proposal that the segmental anchoring hypothesis
may be adapted such that anchoring landmarks for tonal targets are either fixed
points (e.g., edges of segments, or of constituents such as syllables or intonational
phrases) or entire segments themselves (e.g., onset, nucleus, coda). A third contribution is that by testing the applicability of tune-text coordination positions for
multiple nuclear accents in one language variety, we have shown that tune-text
positions are accent-specific. Given this last point, we leave as a testable area of
inquiry for future research the extent to which our claims hold for all prenuclear
and nuclear accents in Spanish.
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Appendix A. Database of test sentences
Target nuclear syllables are in bold.
Open, penultimate stress
¿Quien está saliendo con la nena? Who is going out with the girl?
¿Quién está viviendo con Ramona? Who is living with Ramona?
¿Quién está bailando con la niña? Who is dancing with the girl?
¿Quién se ha operado de la mano? Who got their hand operated on?
¿Cuándo van a salir para Mula? When are they going to leave for Mula?
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Open, ultimate stress
¿Cuándo se van para Alcalá? When do they leave for Alcalá?
¿Cuándo salimos para Calí? When do we leave for Calí?
¿Quién está jugando con René? Who is playing with René?
¿Quién está hablando con Mamá? Who is speaking with Mom?
¿Quien está saliendo con Dalí? Who is going out with Dalí?
Closed, penultimate stress
¿Quien está saliendo con Armando? Who is going out with Armando?
¿Quién está viviendo con Raimundo? Who is living with Raimundo?
¿Quién está bailando con Domingo? Who is dancing with Domingo?
¿Quién se ha operado de la nalga? Who got their buttock operated on?
¿Cuándo van a salir para Ronda? When are they going to leave for Ronda?
Closed, ultimate stress
¿Quien está saliendo con Ramón? Who is going out with Ramón?
¿Quién está hablando con Belén? Who is talking to Belén?
¿Quién está jugando con Fermín? Who is playing with Fermín?
¿Cuándo salimos para Hellín? When do we leave for Hellín?
¿Cuándo salisteis para Bailén? When did you leave for Bailén?

Appendix B. Statistical results of all LMEMs
Significant results are in bold.
Leading tone distance
to C0 onset

Starred tone distance to Starred tone distance to
V0 onset
V0 offset

Accent

F(1,9.044) ¼ 23.845,
p ¼ 0.001

F(1,9.044) ¼ 3.841,
p ¼ 0.082

F(1,9.011) ¼ 0.470,
p ¼ 0.510

SyllableType

F(1,188.188) ¼ 0.000,
p ¼ 0.986

F(1,183.372) ¼ 0.873,
p ¼ 0.351

F(1,190.792) ¼ 61.614,
p  0.001

Stress

F(1,188.175) ¼ 10.430,
p ¼ 0.001

F(1,183.353) ¼ 88.685,
p  0.001

F(1,190.773) ¼ 386.375,
p  0.001

Accent  SyllableType F(1,188.188) ¼ 0.044,
p ¼ 0.834

F(1,183.372) ¼ 0.143,
p ¼ 0.706

F(1,190.792) ¼ 3.840,
p ¼ 0.052

Accent  Stress

F(1,183.353) ¼ 0.409,
p ¼ 0.523

F(1,190.773) ¼ 0.654,
p ¼ 0.420

SyllableType  Stress F(1,188.183) ¼ 1.873,
p ¼ 0.173

F(1,183.358) ¼ 0.644,
p ¼ 0.423

F(1,190.776) ¼ 39.433,
p  0.001

Accent  SyllableType F(1,188.183) ¼ 1.926,
 stress
p ¼ 0.167

F(1,183.358) ¼ 1.926,
p ¼ 0.231

F(1,190.776) ¼ 0.735,
p ¼ 0.392

F(1,188.175) ¼ 19.302,
p  0.001
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Appendix C. Mean rate of speech data

Figure 14: Mean rate of speech data (syllables/second) for each speaker in the H þ L* speaker
group.

Figure 15: Mean rate of speech data (syllables/second) for each speaker in the L þ ¡H* speaker
group.
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